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Abstract
A gossip protocol is a procedure for spreading secrets among a group of agents,
using a connection graph. The goal is for all agents to get to know all secrets, in
which case we call the execution of the protocol successful. We consider distributed
and dynamic gossip protocols. In distributed gossip the agents themselves instead of
a global scheduler determine whom to call. In dynamic gossip not only secrets are
exchanged but also telephone numbers (agent identities). This results in increased
graph connectivity. We define six such distributed dynamic gossip protocols, and we
characterize them in terms of the topology of the graphs on which they are success-
ful, wherein we distinguish strong success (the protocol always terminates, possibly
assuming fair scheduling) from weak success (the protocol sometimes terminates).
For five of these protocols strong (fair) and weak success are characterized by weakly
connected graphs. This result is surprising because the protocols are fairly different.
In the sixth protocol an agent may only call another agent if it does not know the
other agent’s secret. Strong success for this protocol is characterized by graphs for
which the set of non-terminal nodes is strongly connected. Weak success for this
protocol is characterized by weakly connected graphs satisfying further topological
constraints that we define in the paper. One direction of this characterization is
surprisingly harder to prove than the other results in this contribution.
1 Introduction
Gossip Gossip protocols are procedures for spreading secrets among a group of agents in
a network wherein the agents are represented by the nodes, and the connections represent
the ability of the agents to contact each other. There is a vast literature on gossiping
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in networks [16, 17, 8, 7, 11, 15], and there are relations to the study of the spreading of
epidemics [19]. In the original set-up [22, 13] the network is a complete graph, which means
that all agents can call each other, i.e., all agents have the telephone numbers of all other
agents, and one of the key questions was to find a minimal sequence of calls to achieve a
state where all agents know all secrets. On the assumption that during a call between two
agents they exchange all their secrets, in a complete graph with n > 3 agents, 2n− 4 calls
are needed for this. Assuming four agents a, b, c, d, a call sequence for ensuring that all
secrets are shared is ab; cd; ac; bd (where ab represents a call from a to b, etc.). The secrets
can be shared in 4 calls. If a fifth agent e is also present, precede this sequence with ae, and
close off with ae: 6 calls. In general, two extra calls are sufficient for each additional agent,
and we have that the number of calls for n agents equals 2(n− 4) + 4 = 2n− 4. Less than
2n− 4 calls is not possible [22, 18]. On other than complete graphs the minimum number
of calls needed to distribute all secrets may be larger [14, 9], where we can distinguish
undirected graphs (if I know your number, you know my number) from directed graphs
(I may know your number, but you may not know my number). We consider undirected
graphs. Instead of exchange of secrets, also known as push-pull, another setting is where
the caller only informs the agent called (push), or only receives information from the person
called (pull). We only consider push-pull.
Distributed gossip In the case above, the gossip procedure is regulated by a central
authority, but in distributed computing we look for procedures that do not need such
outside regulation. Distributed gossip protocols are standard in the networks community
[8, 17, 19], and in an epistemic logical setting distributed gossip protocols were proposed
in [2, 1]. Two such protocols are:
• ANY Until every agent knows all secrets, choose different agents x and y such that
x knows the number of y, and let x call y.
• LNS Until every agent knows all secrets, choose different agents x and y such that
x knows the number of y but not the secret of y, and let x call y.
Agent x knows the number of agent y iff node y is a neighbour/successor of node x. In
Protocol ANY, Any call can be made between neighbouring nodes, whereas in protocol
LNS, agent x has to Learn a New Secret in the call. Protocols like ANY are extremely
standard in network theory [19], protocols like LNS are found in [2, 1, 10].
In this formulation as “Until (termination condition) is satisfied, choose different agents
x and y such that (execution condition) is satisfied, and let x call y” the distributed nature
of the gossip protocol is absent. The distributed nature appears if we describe it as follows.
Each agent x runs the following program: choose another agent y such that
(execution condition) is satisfied, and call y. The environment runs the follow-
ing program: until (termination condition) is satisfied, choose an agent x (i.e.,
choose a program for agent x).
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Even this informal description leaves two aspects of gossip protocols that are not dis-
tributed, namely the selection of an agent x allowed to make a call, and the part of the
termination condition that involves checking whether all agents know all secrets. The se-
lection of an agent (program) x can be thought of as randomly unblocking the telephone of
a single agent for an outgoing call. So this is a move of nature. The termination condition
is not a distributed feature because we may not assume that an agent knows how many
agents there are, therefore it cannot know that it knows all secrets (it cannot determine
that the set of secrets it has stored is the set of all secrets). Instead of a protocol with a
termination condition we may just as well see this as a protocol reaching a stable network
configuration, i.e., a stable distribution of numbers and secrets over agents. Termination
is then simply the moment that stabilization is reached.
In gossip works calls are often made in rounds of parallel calls. This is already found
in 1970s classics such as [20] and treated in detail in the survey [16], in the interpretation
wherein disjoint pairs of agents are simultaneously selected to make calls: calls xy and zw
can only take place in parallel if {x, y} ∩ {z, w} = ∅: an agent cannot receive multiple
calls. In more recent work involving rounds of calls [8, 7, 11, 15, 19], a round means that
all agents simultaneously make calls, but that agents may receive multiple calls from other
agents. In that setting, the agent called gives the agent calling the information available
prior to receiving the incoming calls in that round [10] (and not ‘on the go’, while receiving
more and more incoming calls). This requires all agents to know when a round starts and
ends, which is not a distributed feature. Note that it leads to secrets distributions that
are impossible in our setting. For example, given three agents a, b, c, then after the round
consisting of the three calls ac, bc, cb, agent a knows the secret of c, agent b knows the secret
of of c, and agent c it the single agent to know all three secrets. Whereas after sequences
of calls, the largest number of secrets is always known by at least 2 agents.
Questions about protocol execution length get different answers in distributed gossip.
For 4 agents, the already mentioned ab; cd; ac; bd is a length 4 execution sequence of LNS,
but LNS also has an execution ab; ac; ad; bc; bd; cd of length 6. For n agents, any sequence
between the minimum of 2n−4 and the maximum of (all possible pairs) n(n−1)/2 can be
realized [2]. In a distributed protocol we cannot guarantee any of these in advance. But
all the executions of LNS are finite, whereas the ANY protocol has infinite executions, such
as ab; ab; . . . . In the long run this does not matter: the expected execution of ANY is in
the order of n logn [5, 12, 21], and this is also the case for LNS and for yet other protocols
considered in this work [23].
Dynamic gossip In dynamic gossip we assume that when a call is established not only
secrets are exchanged but also numbers. The structure of the gossip graph constrains
what calls can be made, so if also numbers are exchanged in calls, the connectivity of the
graph may increase. We restrict our scope by assuming that in each call all secrets and
all numbers held by the callers are exchanged. Such network changing protocols are a
standard feature in work on gossip, epidemics, and resource discovery [11, 8, 15, 10]. It is
then common to consider protocols that investigate either exchange of secrets (or of other
3
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→ a b c
Figure 1: Different executions of the protocol LNS in distributed dynamic gossip
message content), or exchange of telephone numbers (or of other identifying information,
such as node ID, IP adresses). We do not know of approaches that combine dynamic gossip
and distributed gossip for protocols other than making random calls (i.e., protocol ANY).
Other works also consider reducing connectivity [19], unlike us.
Questions about execution length also get different answers in dynamic gossip, and
this is already the case in non-distributed dynamic gossip. An old result is that a circle
network of n ≥ 5 nodes requires at least 2n − 3 calls, as any network not containing a
4-cycle requires more than 2n− 4 calls [6]. For example, given nodes a, b, c, d, e, mutually
connected in that order and with e connected to a, the minimum length of 7 is obtained
if we go round until all agents know all secrets: ab; bc; cd; de; ea; ab; bc. But in dynamic
gossip, 6 calls ab; cd; ea; de; ac; bc are sufficient; it can be easily shown that 2n − 4 is the
minimum for any circle. We will only incidentally address execution length in this work,
to illustrate the difference between protocols.
Strong and weak success For an example of distributed dynamic gossip, let us consider
three agents only, and that agents initially only know their own secret, and initially at least
know their own number. Let us consider again the protocol LNS, however with the change
that now also numbers are exchanged in a call.
Usually, the connections in a gossip graph represent what numbers are known by the
agents. The connections are pairs in the number relation. We will also model the secrets
held by the agents as a binary relation in the gossip graph. On the assumption that you
cannot learn someone’s secret without knowing her number, the secret relation is contained
in the number relation. In the figures in this contribution we visualize the number relation
as dashed arrows and the secret relation as solid arrows, we assume reflexivity of relations,
and because the secret relation is contained in the number relation we further assume that
a solid arrow implies a dashed arrow. Figure 1, top row, depicts in this way the execution
of the protocol LNS for three agents a, b, c in a complete graph (for the number relation).
After the call ab, a and b know each other’s secrets. After the call bc, b and c know all
secrets. Although a knows c’s number, it does not know c’s secret; whereas c knows a’s
secret: therefore, the arrow for pair (a, c) is dashed and the arrow for pair (c, a) is solid.
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After the final call ac all agents know all secrets. We have achieved success. On this graph,
and in fact on all complete graphs, every execution of LNS will terminate successfully. On
the circle graph mentioned above every execution of LNS will also terminate successfully
(note that the second call sequence of length 6 is an execution of LNS). We say that on
such graphs LNS is strongly successful.
The second row of Figure 1 depicts the execution of protocol LNS on a graph with an
incomplete number relation. The call bc can be made because b knows c’s number but
doesn’t know c’s secret. After that, b and c share their numbers and secrets. Subsequently
the call ab can be made, after which a and b know all numbers and all secrets. As they
know all secrets, they will make no further calls. Unfortunately, agent c does not know
a’s secret but also does not know a’s number, so cannot make a call. We are stuck. This
execution of protocol LNS does not terminate (i.e., the execution halts without exiting the
until-loop of the algorithm, that would result in termination). The third row of Figure 1
depicts a successful execution ab; bc; ac of LNS on the same graph. On this graph some
executions of LNS is successful and other executions of LNS are unsuccessful. We say that
on this graph LNS is weakly successful.
Finally, the last row of Figure 1 depicts the execution of protocol LNS on yet another
graph with an incomplete number relation. The extension of LNS on this graph consists of
two executions, ab; cd, as depicted, and cd; ab. Both get stuck. On this graph, no execution
of LNS is successful.
Now consider the protocol ANY wherein any call can be made to an agent whose number
you know. If we extend the call sequence in the last row of Figure 1 with call ab, then
all agents know all secrets. Sequence ab; cb; ab is a successful execution of ANY. Not all
ANY sequences are successful. For example, the infinite sequence ab; ab; . . . is unsuccessful.
This is an unfairly scheduled ANY sequence. But all fair executions of ANY are successful
on this graph. We say that on this graph ANY is fairly successful.
Results We define 6 dynamic distributed gossip protocols for which we characterize the
gossip graphs on which their executions always, or sometimes, or never terminate. By
characterization we mean that given a gossip protocol and a gossip graph with a certain
topology, on any such graph the protocol satisfies the termination condition, and any
graph satisfying the termination condition must have that topology. For most of these
protocols, including ANY, and possibly assuming fair scheduling, their executions always
terminate on weakly connected gossip graphs, and any graph on which their executions
always terminate must be weakly connected. If a gossip graph is not weakly connected the
protocol will never terminate. The LNS protocol, wherein an agent may only call another
agent if it does not know that agent’s secret, is strongly successful on sun graphs, and is
weakly successful on any weakly connected gossip graph that is not a bush or a double
bush. Both are characterizations. The definitions of sun, bush, double bush will be given
in the paper. For now, we note that: every strongly connected graph is a sun graph, that
every sun graph is weakly connected and is not a bush or a double bush, and that these
inclusions are strict.
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Outline In Section 2 we define gossip graphs, calls, gossip protocols, strong, weak and fair
success, and also the six particular gossip protocols that we characterize in our contribution.
The subsequent two sections present those characterization results. Section 3 is devoted to
all gossip protocols for which strong and weak success is characterized by weakly connected
graphs. Section 4 is devoted to the LNS protocol, for which strong success and weak success
are characterized by non-trivial classes of gossip graphs. Section 5 summarizes our results
and suggests further research.
2 Gossip graphs and gossip protocols
2.1 Gossip graphs
Given a finite set of agents (or nodes) A = {a, b, . . .} (all lower case letters, possibly quoted
or indexed, denote agents), we represent a gossip graph G with numbers and secrets as a
triple (A,N, S) with N, S ⊆ A2. That is, the agents A are the vertices and N, S are binary
relations on A, with Nxy (for (x, y) ∈ N) expressing that x knows the (telephone) number
of y, and Sxy expressing that x knows the secret of y.
Let us first introduce standard graph terminology, given a carrier set A and binary
relations like N and S. We let IA = {(x, x)}x∈A be the identity relation on A, and converse
relation N−1 = {(x, y) | Nyx}. We write Nx for {y ∈ A | Nxy}. (We may further write
¬Nxy for (x, y) /∈ N and anyway write xy for a pair (x, y), such as for the calls defined
below.) Relation N ◦S = {(x, y) | there is a z such that Nxz and Szy} is the composition
of N and S, and using that we define N1 = N , N i+1 = N i◦N , and N∗ =
⋃
i≥1N
i. Relation
N is complete iff N = A2, it is weakly connected if for all x, y ∈ A there is an (N ∪N−1)-
path from x to y, and it is strongly connected if for all x, y ∈ A there is an N -path from x
to y. For any set X (like A, or N) we write X + x for X ∪ {x} and X − x for X \ {x}. A
pair xy ∈ N is a bridge iff N − xy is not weakly connected.
Definition 1 (Gossip graph) A gossip graph is a triple G = (A,N, S) with N ⊆ A2
and S ⊆ A2. An initial gossip graph is a gossip graph with S = IA ⊆ N . Agent x is an
expert if Sx = A. An agent or node is terminal iff Nx = {x}. Gossip graph G is complete,
weakly (strongly) connected if N is, respectively, complete, weakly (strongly) connected.
For y /∈ A, G+ y = (A+ y,N + yy, S + yy). For x, y ∈ A, G + xy = (A,N + xy, S). For
B ⊆ A, the restriction of G to B is G|B = (B,N ∩ B2, S ∩ B2).
In an initial gossip graph each agent only knows its own secret and at least knows its own
number. When we employ common graph terminology when referring to a gossip graph,
this applies to the number relation, not to the secret relation.
2.2 Gossip Protocols
A call from x to y is a pair (x, y) for which we write xy. The call xy in G merges the
secrets and the numbers of x and y. By xy we mean the call that can be either xy or yx.
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Definition 2 (Call) Let G = (A,N, S) and x, y ∈ A, and Nxy. The call xy maps G to
gossip graph Gxy = (A,Nxy, Sxy) defined by
Nxyz =
{
Nx ∪Ny if z ∈ {x, y}
Nz otherwise
and Sxyz =
{
Sx ∪ Sy if z ∈ {x, y}
Sz otherwise
From this we immediately get that Nxy = N ∪ ({(x, y), (y, x)} ◦ N) and Sxy = S ∪
({(x, y), (y, x)} ◦ S).
Definition 3 (Call sequence) A call sequence σ is a finite or infinite sequence of calls.
The empty sequence is ǫ. We write σ; τ for the concatenation of (finite) sequence σ and
sequence τ . We denote by σ ⊑ τ that σ is a prefix of τ (where σ ⊏ τ means proper prefix).
We use |σ| for the length of a sequence. Given a finite sequence σ of length n, and i ≤ n,
σ[i] (for i ≥ 1) is the ith call in σ, and σ|i is the prefix of σ consisting of the first i calls.
For x ∈ A, σx is the subsequence of calls containing x, defined as: ǫx = ǫ, (σ; uv)x = σx; uv
if x = u or x = v, and (σ; uv)x = σx otherwise.
A call xy is possible given a gossip graph G = (A,N, S) if Nxy. Call sequence ǫ is
possible for any gossip graph. Call sequence xy; σ is possible on G if call xy is possible on
G and sequence σ is possible on Gxy. If call sequence σ is possible for gossip graph G, the
(induced) gossip graph Gσ is defined as: Gǫ = G, Gxy;σ = (Gxy)σ. A call sequence σ for B
only involves calls between agents in B ⊆ A.
Strictly, the gossip graph Gσ is different from the pair (G, σ) consisting of a gossip graph
and a possible call sequence: the history σ cannot be retrieved from Gσ. But informally,
we will identify the one with the other. In some gossip protocols properties of prior calls
play a role.
We now come to the definition of gossip protocol. A gossip protocol is a program or
procedure for selecting calls for execution that satisfy a protocol condition.
Definition 4 (Protocol condition) Let an initial gossip graph G = (A,N, S) and a
possible call sequence σ be given. A protocol condition is a property π(x, y) that is a
boolean combination of constituents Sσxy, xy ∈ σx, yx ∈ σx, σx = ǫ, σx = τ ; xz, and
σx = τ ; zx.
This definition of protocol condition is sufficient to define the protocols treated in this
paper. Protocol conditions can be far more general. Informally, π(x, y) may be any first-
order definable property with (possibly) free variables x and y that satisfies locality, i.e.,
such that agent x can select agent y based on the local state of x, in other words: based
on what x knows. The protocol conditions used in this work satisfy locality in an obvious
way. Gossip protocol specification languages are investigated in [1, 24].
Definition 5 (Gossip protocol) A gossip protocol P with protocol condition π(x, y) is
a non-deterministic algorithm of the following shape, operating on any given initial gossip
graph G = (A,N, S):
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Until all agents are experts, select x, y ∈ A such that x 6= y, Nxy, and π(x, y),
and execute call xy.
In the introduction we explained how this can be seen as defining a distributed protocol.
An alternative formulation that avoids abnormal termination (getting stuck) is:
Until all agents are experts and there are x, y ∈ A such that x 6= y, Nxy, and
π(x, y), select x, y ∈ A such that x 6= y, Nxy, and π(x, y), and execute call xy.
Definition 6 (Permitted call sequence) Let a gossip protocol P with protocol condi-
tion π(x, y) be given. Let G = (A,N, S) be a gossip graph.
• call xy is P-permitted on Gσ iff σ is possible on G, x 6= y, Nσxy, and π(x, y) holds
in Gσ.
• call sequence ǫ is P-permitted on G.
• call sequence σ; xy is P-permitted on G iff σ is P-permitted on G and xy is P-permitted
on Gσ.
• an infinite call sequence σ is P-permitted on G iff for all n ∈ N, σ[n+1] is P-permitted
on Gσ|n.
A P-permitted call sequence is also called a P-sequence.
Definition 7 (Protocol extension) The extension PG of protocol P on G is the set of P-
permitted sequences on G. If all call sequences in PG are finite (i.e., terminating), protocol
P is terminating on G. Given protocols P and P′ and a collection G of gossip graphs, we
write PG ⊆ P
′
G iff PG ⊆ P
′
G for all G ∈ G, and P ⊆ P
′ if PG ⊆ P
′
G holds for the collection
G of initial gossip graphs.
Definition 8 (Maximal, stuck, fair) Let G = (A,N, S) and P be given.
• A P-maximal sequence σ on G is a sequence σ that is P-permitted on G and that is
infinite or such that no call is P-permitted on Gσ.
• A finite call sequence σ is P-stuck on G iff Sσ is not complete and σ is P-maximal
on G.
• Call sequence σ ∈ P is fair on G iff σ is finite or, whenever σ is infinite, then for all
xy: if for all i ∈ N there is a j ≥ i such that xy is P-permitted on Gσ|j, then for all
i ∈ N there is a j ≥ i such that xy = σ[j].
Given B ⊆ A, similarly to P-maximal we can define that a sequence σ is P-maximal for
B, namely if all calls in σ are between members of B. If a call sequence is stuck then no
further calls can be made but some agents do not know all secrets. If the context makes
clear what the protocol P is, instead of P-maximal, P-stuck, P-fair, and P-permitted we
write maximal, stuck, fair, and permitted.
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Definition 9 (Success) Let a gossip graph G and a protocol P be given. A call sequence
σ ∈ PG is successful (or P-successful) if it is finite and if in G
σ all agents are experts.
• Protocol P is strongly successful on G if all maximal σ ∈ PG are successful.
• Protocol P is fairly successful on G if all maximal fair σ ∈ PG are successful.
• Protocol P is weakly successful on G if there is a σ ∈ PG that is successful.
• Protocol P is unsuccessful on G if there is no σ ∈ PG that is successful.
Given a collection G of gossip graphs, P is (strongly, fairly, weakly, un-) successful on G
iff P is (strongly, fairly, weakly, un-) successful on every G ∈ G.
A finite call sequence is fair by definition. If a protocol is fairly successful, then all
fair sequences in the extension are finite. Strongly successful implies weakly successful,
as the set of maximal call sequences is non-empty (if nothing is permitted, the empty
sequence is maximal). If a sequence is successful, it is also maximal. Strongly successful
also implies fairly successful, as a successful call sequence is finite and thus fair. Fairly
successful implies weakly successful, as ǫ is fair and each fair call sequence can be extended
into a maximal fair call sequence, and therefore the set of maximal fair call sequences is
non-empty. So strong implies fair and fair implies weak. Unsuccessful is the same as not
weakly successful.
Definition 10 (Gossip problem) Given a collection G of gossip graphs and a protocol
P, the gossip problem is: is P (strongly, fairly, weakly, un-) successful on G?
2.3 Elementary combinatorial results
We close this section with some elementary combinatorial results on gossip graphs.
Lemma 11 Let G = (A,N, S) be an initial gossip graph, and let σ be a possible call
sequence for G. Then:
1. Sσ ⊆ Nσ
2. Sσ ◦N ⊆ Nσ
Proof Both are proved by induction on σ.
1. Initially, Sx ⊆ Nx. Then, it follows from S
σ
x ⊆ N
σ
x and S
σ
y ⊆ N
σ
y that S
σ
x ∪ S
σ
y ⊆
Nσx ∪N
σ
y , and therefore S
σ;xy
x = S
σ;xy
y ⊆ N
σ;xy
x = N
σ;xy
y .
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2. For the base case we have that S ◦N = IA ◦N = N .
For the induction step, assume Sσ ◦N ⊆ Nσ, let xy be a possible call in Gσ, and let
(Sσ;xy ◦N)ab. If (Sσ ◦N)ab, then by the induction hypothesis, Nσab, and hence by
Nσ ⊆ Nσ;xy we get that Nσ;xyab.
If ¬(Sσ ◦ N)ab, then we may assume (w.l.o.g.) that a = x and that there is some
z with Sσ;xyxz and Nzb. From Sσ;xyxz it follows that either Sσxz or Sσyz. In the
former case, we have (Sσ ◦ N)xb, and therefore by the induction hypothesis, Nσxb.
In the latter case, we have (Sσ ◦ N)yb, and therefore by the induction hypothesis,
Nσyb. From Nσxb or Nσyb it follows by the definition of Nσ;xy that Nσ;xyxb. 
Therefore, if we begin in a situation where we know more numbers than secrets, we cannot
learn all secrets without learning all numbers.
It will be obvious that, if σ is possible for a gossip graph G = (A,N, S), then G
is weakly connected iff Gσ is weakly connected: after any possible call, the number of
connected components is invariant. A fortiori, both the number relation and the secret
relation are then incomplete on Gσ. Thus, the goal of all agents being expert can never be
reached in gossip graphs that are not weakly connected. This begs the question what the
minimum structural requirements are for protocols to be successful. We will answer this
question for the protocols defined in the following section.
2.4 Gossip protocols in this contribution
The following protocols are investigated in this contribution (⊤ is the trivial proposition).
Definition 12 (Gossip Protocols) We define the following protocols, where we give their
name followed by the protocol condition and on the next line an informal description.
• ANY ⊤
Until every agent knows all secrets, choose different agents x and y such that x knows
the number of y, and let x call y.
• TOK σx = ǫ ∨ σx = τ ; zx
Until every agent knows all secrets, choose different agents x and y with x 6= y such
that x knows y’s number and either x has not been in prior calls or the last call
involving x was to x, and let x call y.
• SPI σx = ǫ ∨ σx = τ ; xz
Until every agent knows all secrets, choose different agents x and y such that x knows
y’s number and either x has not been in prior calls or the last call involving x was
from x, and let x call y.
• CO xy /∈ σx ∧ yx /∈ σx
Until every agent knows all secrets, choose different agents x and y such that x knows
the number of y and there was no prior call between x and y, and let x call y.
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• wCO xy /∈ σx
Until every agent knows all secrets, choose different agents x and y such that x knows
the number of y and x did not call y before, and let x call y.
• LNS ¬Sσxy
Until every agent knows all secrets, choose different agents x and y such that x knows
the number of y but not the secret of y, and let x call y.
We recall that in all our protocols both secrets and numbers are exchanged. We now
succinctly describe each protocol and refer to prior descriptions in the non-dynamic gossip
literature.
The ANY protocol (ANY stands for Any call) is like the random selection of a call that is
usual for gossip protocols in the networks community [8], except that we have the dynamic
interpretation as in [11, 8].
In the TOK protocol (TOK stands for Token), an agent must have a token in order to
make a call. Initially, each agent has a token. However, if x calls y, x hands over her token
to y, so she will have to wait until she is called by another agent before she can call again.
If y already had a token, he will keep the token, in other words, the two tokens then merge
into one. In the SPI protocol (SPI for Spider), in contrast, when x calls y, y hands over
his token to x. Agent y can never again make a call. Either way, the number of agents
holding a token is weakly decreasing. We do not know of occurrences of the TOK and SPI
protocol conditions in the gossip literature, but it seems very likely that such works exist.
We were motivated in their formulation by the expectation that such protocols would have
faster expected termination when compared to making random calls (ANY). For example,
a consequence of TOK is that this rules out immediate (‘useless’) subsequent calls to the
same agent, as in ab; ab; . . . , but in subsequent work this has been disproved [23].
In the CO protocol (CO for Call Once), agents x and y can call each other only once.
It does not matter who initiated the previous call. All CO-permitted call sequences are
finite, so fairness is not an issue. Protocol wCO (for Weak Call Once) is a variant of CO
that only requires the same call not to have been made. Protocol wCO is reminiscent of
the quasi-random protocols in [7]: instead of choosing to call any neighbour (connected
node) in any round, in the next round the neighbours of a node are selected in a fixed,
cyclical order: “Contacts are chosen uniformly at random among all neighbors except the
one that was chosen just in the round before. [7, p. 9:2].”
In the logic community the LNS protocol (LNS for Learn New Secrets) has been inves-
tigated for complete graphs in [2, 3, 1], and in the networks community in, for example,
[10, Algorithm 3], however, for rounds of calls and not for call sequences, which results
in different secrets distributions and protocol extensions. It is interesting to compare the
LNS protocol condition with the condition NOHO, ‘No One Hears Own’, pioneered in [4].
NOHO corresponds to ¬Sσyx for call xy. Interestingly, in [16] NOHO is described as “no
one can call a person if the caller already knows the unique piece of information originally
only known by the person called,” which, we think, amounts to the LNS protocol condition
¬Sσxy for call xy; the other referenced works in [16] all use the [4] interpretation. The
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Figure 2: The protocol extension hierarchy, illustrated for the gossip graph on the left
NOHO condition is hard to enforce in distributed gossip: after sequence ab; bc, this would
rule out subsequent call ac as c already knows the secret of a; it learnt that in call bc. But
agent a cannot know that. The NOHO condition is not local.
To give the reader an idea of the differences between these protocols we compare their
extensions. We recall that P ⊆ P′ stands for PG ⊆ P
′
G for the class G of initial gossip
graphs. These protocol extensions determine a partial order on G. We have that LNS ⊂
CO ⊂ wCO ⊂ ANY, and that SPI and TOK are incomparable and both of them are also
incomparable to any of LNS, CO, and wCO. These results are depicted in Figure 2.
Each area in Figure 2 represents the set of call sequences for all gossip graphs, that
are determined in the obvious way by algebraic manipulation of protocol extensions. As
representatives of these sets we have chosen call sequences for the initial gossip graph
consisting of three agents a, b, c such that Nab and Nbc. For example, the area containing
ab; ba defines TOK∩wCO∩CO∩SPI. This means that ab; ba is also an ANY call sequence,
but not a CO (and therefore also not a LNS) or SPI call sequence (call ba is then not
permitted after ab). The sequence ab; ab; ba is an ANY call sequence that is not permitted
in any other of the protocols defined in the paper. If an area contains ‘—’, then the
corresponding extension is empty, and not only for the example gossip graph, but for all
gossip graphs. For example, LNS ∩ SPI ∩ TOK = ∅. Indeed, a call sequence σ that is not
in LNS cannot be both in SPI and TOK: let xz be the first not LNS-permitted call in σ,
there must then be a previous call involving x in σ; if that call was from x, then xz is not
TOK-permitted, but if the call was to x, then xz is not SPI-permitted.
3 Protocols successful on weakly connected graphs
For more than two agents, Protocol ANY is not strongly successful on initial gossip graphs.
Suppose there are at least three agents a, b, c and let call ab be possible, i.e., ANY-permitted.
Then the infinite sequence ab; ab; ab; . . . is also ANY-permitted and agent c will never learn
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the secrets of a and b. As ab; ab; ab; . . . is also SPI-permitted, and as ab; ba; ab; ba; . . . is
TOK-permitted, in all three cases we can only wish for fair success.
Theorem 13 Let G be an initial gossip graph.
1. Protocol ANY is fairly successful on G iff G is weakly connected.
2. Protocol TOK is fairly successful on G iff G is weakly connected.
3. Protocol SPI is fairly successful on G iff G is weakly connected.
Proof In all cases we only show the direction from right to left of the equivalence, as the
direction from left to right is trivial. In the proof we use the following properties.
If G is weakly connected and σ is a call sequence such that for all x, y ∈ A with
Nxy we have Sσx = S
σ
y , then σ is successful. (i)
This follows from the weak connectivity of G, and the fact that initially each agent knows
its own secret.
A fair infinite call sequence σ has a finite prefix τ after which the graph is
stable, i.e., the numbers and secrets (and, in case of SPI and TOK, the number
of tokens) do not change in the continuation. (ii)
That follows from the simple observation that the numbers and secrets are weakly increas-
ing after each call and bounded (in the case of tokens, it follows because they are initially
bounded, weakly decreasing in each call, and because there is at least one).
An invariant under TOK and SPI execution is that for any agent, its number
is known by an agent holding a token (iii)
Initially this is trivially true as all agents hold a token, and it is clear that whenever two
agents call this property is preserved.
We continue with the actual proof. Let G = (A,N, S) be weakly connected. Assume
towards a contradiction that there is an infinite fair call sequence σ on G. Let τ be a stable
prefix of σ. Because of (i), there must be x, y ∈ A such that Nxy and Sτx 6= S
τ
y .
1. Let σ be ANY-permitted. Since xy is ANY-permitted and σ is fair, call xy will
eventually happen in σ after τ . Contradiction with (ii).
2. Let σ be TOK-permitted. Let z be an agent holding a token who knows the number of
x (iii). If z = x, then xy is TOK-permitted on Gτ . Otherwise, zx is TOK-permitted
on Gτ and xy is TOK-permitted in Gτ ;zx. Call xy will therefore eventually happen
in σ after τ . Contradiction with (ii).
3. Let σ be SPI-permitted. Using (iii), let token holder z know the number of x and
let token holder w know the number of y. As calls zx, wy, zx are successively
SPI-permitted in σ after τ , eventually x and y will have the same set of secrets.
Contradiction with (ii).
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Corollary 14 Any fair ANY/TOK/SPI-permitted sequence σ is finite.
Theorem 15 Let G be an initial gossip graph.
1. Protocol CO is strongly successful on G iff G is weakly connected.
2. Protocol wCO is strongly successful on G iff G is weakly connected.
Proof Again, we only show the non-trivial direction of the equivalence, from right to left.
Let G = (A,N, S) be weakly connected.
1. Let σ be a CO-maximal call sequence. As G is weakly connected, there is an undi-
rected path π in G between any two agents a 6= c. Assume towards a contradiction
that ¬Sσca. Let b be the first agent on path π who does not know the secret of a
(b may be c). Let d be the predecessor of b on the part of π from a to b (d may
be a). So we have this situation: (a, . . . , d, b, . . . , c). By definition of the path, Nbd
or Ndb. As σ is maximal and not all agents are experts in Gσ, bd ∈ σ or db ∈ σ.
Agent b is the first agent for which ¬Sσba, so Sσda, and therefore Nσda. Again, as
σ is maximal and not all agents are experts in Gσ, da ∈ σ or ad ∈ σ. If ad is before
db in σ (we recall xy means ‘xy or yx’) then b learns the secret of a from d, which
contradicts ¬Sσba. But if db is before ad in σ, then a knows the number of b after
call ad. We also know that ab and ba are not in σ, as b does not know a’s secret.
Therefore, call ab is CO-permitted after σ, which contradicts the maximality of σ.
2. This follows from the previous item.

Corollary 16 Let G be an initial gossip graph and P one of ANY,TOK, SPI,CO,wCO.
Then P is weakly successful on G iff G is weakly connected.
Proof If G is weakly connected, then it follows from Theorem 13 that P is either fairly
successful or strongly successful. In both cases it is therefore weakly successful. If G is not
weakly connected, then P is trivially unsuccessful, i.e., not weakly successful (see Section
2.3). 
4 Graph characterization of success for LNS
All LNS-sequences are finite, so fairness is not an issue. In Subsection 4.1 we show that
LNS is strongly successful on a gossip graph iff that graph is a sun. This characterizes
strong success for LNS. In Subsection 4.2 we show that LNS is not weakly successful on
a gossip graph that is a bush or a double bush. In Subsection 4.3 we show that LNS is
weakly successful on a gossip graph that is not a bush or a double bush. Together, this
characterizes weak success for LNS.
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Figure 3: A initial gossip graph that is a sun
4.1 Where LNS is strongly successful and not strongly successful
Employing some lemmas we characterize the initial gossip graphs for which LNS is strongly
successful. As each agent will make at most |A| − 1 calls, all executions of LNS are finite.
Lemma 17 If G = (A,N, S) is an initial gossip graph and σ is LNS-maximal on G, then
Sσ = Nσ.
Proof Let x, y ∈ A with Nσxy and not Sσxy. Then the call xy is permitted in Gσ, which
contradicts the maximality of σ. This shows Nσ ⊆ Sσ. The property Sσ ⊆ Nσ follows
from Proposition 11. 
Lemma 18 If σ is LNS-maximal on an initial gossip graph G, then Sσ ◦N∗ = Sσ.
Proof We have that Sσ ⊆ Sσ ◦N∗ by definition of N∗. We now prove that Sσ ◦N∗ ⊆ Sσ:
let (x, y) ∈ Sσ ◦N∗. Then for some k ∈ N, (x, y) ∈ Sσ ◦Nk. We get from Lemma 11 plus
Proposition 17 that Sσ ◦N ⊆ Sσ. Applying this fact k times yields (x, y) ∈ Sσ. 
Definition 19 (Sun) An initial gossip graph G = (A,N, S) is a sun iff N is strongly
connected on the restriction of G to the set of non-terminal nodes.
Figure 3 depicts a typical sun graph.
Theorem 20 Let G be an initial gossip graph. Protocol LNS is strongly successful on G
iff G is a sun.
Proof The direction from left to right is proved by contraposition. Let G = (A,N, S) be
weakly connected but not a sun. Let a subgraph H of G, with carrier set B, be a strongly
connected component of G. Let now σ′ and σ′′ be LNS-maximal sequences for A \ B and
for B, respectively, and let s(B) be the set of agents in A \B that are successors of agents
in B. We distinguish two cases for which G is not a sun:
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B x yB x yB
(Case 1) (Case 2) (Case 2)
(Case 1) If s(B) = A \ B, there must be agents x, y ∈ s(B) such that Nxy (otherwise
G is a sun). After σ′ we have Sσ
′
xy. Let Bx be a call sequence where everyone in B calls
x, and let σ′′′ be a maximal call sequence for B ∪ (s(B) \ {y}) in graph Gσ
′;σ′′;Bx. Then
σ′; σ′′;Bx; σ′′′ is LNS-maximal on G. Clearly agent y is not an expert after this sequence.
(Case 2) There is an agent y in A \ B who is not the successor of any node in B (see
the 2 cases depicted above). Let σ′′′ be a maximal LNS-sequence for B ∪ s(B) in Gσ
′;σ′′ , so
that σ′; σ′′; σ′′′ is LNS-maximal in G. Again, agent y is not an expert.
For the other direction, let now G be a sun. Let σ be a LNS-maximal call sequence on
G. Let x, y ∈ A. We show that Sσxy.
If x is not a terminal, then N∗xy. From that and Sσxx follows (Sσ ◦ N∗)xy. From
Sσ ◦N∗ = Sσ (Proposition 18) it follows that Sσxy.
If x is a terminal, then by maximality of σ, there is some u with ux ∈ σ. Therefore
Nσxz for some z with Nzx, and from the maximality of σ then follows Sσxz. Since z is
not terminal, N∗zy. From Sσxz and N∗zy we get (Sσ ◦N∗)xy. By Proposition 18 we then
get Sσxy. 
4.2 Where LNS is not weakly successful
Next on our list is weak success. In the introduction we saw a gossip graph that is not a sun
on which some sequence is LNS-successful and another maximal sequence is unsuccessful.
Given a graph on which LNS is unsuccessful, add an edge, or a node and a edge, and
a successful sequence may exist yet again. For example, on the gossip graph on the left
LNS is unsuccessful. But adding any edge makes it weakly successful, as evidenced by the
successful sequence below it (see also Figure 5, later.)
a
b
c a
b
c a
b
c
ab; ac; bc cb; ab; ca
We define two weakly connected graphs that are LNS-unsuccessful, the bush and the double
bush. The unsuccessful graph above will be a bush. In this section we prove that LNS is
not weakly successful on bushes and double bushes. This will be is easy. in the next section
we prove that LNS is weakly successful on any other weakly connected graph. This will be
hard. First, we introduce additional tree terminology that we will use in these sections.
An initial gossip graph G = (A,N, S) is a tree iff (A, (N \ S)−1) is a directed rooted
tree, i.e., from the perspective of the relation N \S, there is unique node r called root such
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Figure 4: A double bush consists of two bushes linked by a node c connected to both roots.
that for any node x there is a unique directed path from x to r. Any node not accessible
from other nodes is a leaf, and a path from a leaf to the root is a branch.
The in-degree of a node a in a gossip graph is the number of incoming N -edges (ex-
cluding loops), i.e. deg
in
(a) = |{b 6= a | Nba}|, and the out-degree of a is the number of
outgoing N -edges, i.e. deg
out
(a) = |{b 6= a | Nab}|. The inout-degree of a node x is the
sum of the in-degree and the out-degree: deg io(x) = deg in(x) + degout(x).
A tree is a bush if the in-degree of the root is at least 2. The idea is, that a tree that
is not a bush has a trunk. It has in-degree 1.
Definition 21 (Bush, double bush) A gossip graph G = (A,N, S) is a bush iff the
graph (A,N) is a bush. A double bush consists of two bushes Gb + Gd that intersect in
a leaf c connected to both roots b and d. Given that, G is a double bush if A = Ab ∪ Ad
with Ab ∩ Ad = {c} such that the restrictions Gb = G|Ab and Gd = G|Ad are bushes and
{(c, b), (c, d), (c, c)} ⊆ N . (See Figure 4.)
Lemma 22 Let G = (A,N, S) be an initial gossip graph. If G is a bush with root r, and
σ is an LNS-sequence in G, then for any x ∈ A:
1. G|Nσx is a tree.
2. Nσx \ S
σ
x =
{
root of G|Nσx if ¬S
σxr
∅ otherwise
Proof We prove both claims by induction on the length of σ. If σ = ǫ then the claims
hold by Definition 21. For the inductive case of the proof, let us consider σ; ab such that
the inductive hypothesis holds for σ.
1. This is obviously true for σ; ab for agents different from a and b. Then, for agent a,
we have G|Nσ;aba = G|(N
σ
a ∪N
σ
b ) which is clearly cycle-free and connected. For agent
b this is as for agent a.
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2. Again, it is obvious for agents other than a, b. Otherwise, since σ; ab is an LNS-
sequence, b is the root of G|Nσa . By induction hypothesis ¬S
σar. Then:
Nσ;aba \ S
σ;ab
a
= (Nσa ∪N
σ
b ) \ (S
σ
a ∪ S
σ
b ) (by Def. 2)
=
{
(Sσa ∪ {b} ∪ S
σ
b ∪ {z}) \ (S
σ
a ∪ S
σ
b ) if N
σ
b \ S
σ
b = {z}
(Sσa ∪ {b} ∪ S
σ
b ) \ (S
σ
a ∪ S
σ
b ) if N
σ
b \ S
σ
b = ∅
(by Claim 2 for σ)
=
{
{z} if Nσb \ S
σ
b = {z}
∅ if Nσb \ S
σ
b = ∅
(by connectivity)

Proposition 23 Let an initial gossip graph G = (A,N, S) be a bush. Then LNS is not
weakly successful on G.
Proof Let σ be LNS-maximal on G, and let yr and (subsequently) ur be the first two
calls in σ to the root r such that y and u are in subtrees generated by different branches
to the root. We show that ¬Sσyu.
By Lemma 22.2, after the call yr, y will not make further calls. Obviously, y cannot
learn the secret of u before call ur. Let ay be any call to y following ur. Let the sequence
up to ay be τ ; ay. Applying Lemma 22.2 we get N τa \ S
τ
a = {y}. Therefore, y is the root
of G|N τa , and by connectivity of the tree, ¬S
τau. Therefore, also ¬Sτ ;ayyu. 
Proposition 24 Let an initial gossip graph G = (A,N, S) be a double bush. Then LNS is
not weakly successful on G.
Proof Let b and d be the two roots of G and let σ be a maximal LNS-sequence. Without
loss of generality, assume that the first call to b takes place before the first call to d. Let
x be the first agent calling b. Clearly, x has to be in Ab.
First consider x 6= c. After the call xb, agent x will not make any further call, as we
can apply Lemma 22.1 to Gb. Agent x will not learn the secret of c, because if u calls x
after xb, then u does not know the secret of b, so by connectivity u must be in Gb, so that
N∗ux. Thus, agent u cannot inform x of the secret of c.
If x = c, consider G − cb + bc. This is a bush. Let σ′ be the sequence obtained by
replacing in σ call cb with bc. Then (G − cb + bc)σ
′
= Gσ (and σ′ is also maximal). By
Proposition 23, LNS is unsuccessful on G− cb+ bc, and so is also unsuccessful on G. 
4.3 Where LNS is weakly successful
In this section we prove that a gossip graph that is neither a bush nor a double bush is
weakly successful for LNS. The setup of this lengthy proof is as follows.
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ab; cd; ed; db; cb; ac; eb ab; cd; ed; da; ca; eb ab; cd; ed; ad; bd; cb; eb
a
b
c
d
e a
b
c
d
e a
b
c
d
e
ab; cd; ed; da; ca; eb ab; cd; ed; ad; bd; cb; eb ab; ae; be; cb; bd; ad; cd; ed
Figure 5: On the top-left a double bush of minimum size. The other figures demonstrate
that adding an edge to this graph makes it weakly successful. A similar exercise demon-
strates that adding a node f and an edge also makes the graph weakly successful, except
when the edge is (f, a) or (f, e), because it then still is a double bush.
In gossip graphs that are trees, (almost) every LNS-permitted call that is made, makes
a new call LNS-permitted. We use this to define a particular LNS-sequence generating
procedure, called bottom-up call sequence (Definition 25), that will then be used profusely
in the subsequent technical results of this section. We then show that bushes and double
bushes are maximal for the property of being LNS-unsuccessful: adding a new edge or a
new node destroys this property (Lemmas 28–31). A further illustration of that is in Figure
5. With these intermediary results we can then finally prove that a gossip graph that is
neither a bush nor a double bush is weakly successful for LNS (Proposition 32). The proof
is by induction on the number of nodes and edges of the graph. This proof consists of
many cases, of which a crucial case is supported by an additional Lemma 34.
Definition 25 (Bottom-up call sequence) Let G = (A,N, S) be a (possibly non-initial)
gossip graph such that N\S is a tree, with: root r and set of leaves B. We define a bottom-
up call sequence σ(k) and the frontline B(k) by simultaneous induction on k. We should
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see the set B′(k) below as the set of successor nodes of B(k).
σ(0) = ǫ
σ(k + 1) = σ(k); τ(k)
B(0) = B
B(k + 1) = B(k) ∪B′(k)
where
B′(k) =
⋃
b∈B(k)N
σ(k)
b \ S
σ(k)
b
τ(k) = a maximal LNS-sequence between members of B(k) and members of B′(k)
If n is the depth of the tree, then σ(k) = σ(n) for k > n. It will also be obvious that:
Proposition 26 A bottom-up call sequence is LNS-permitted. If n is the depth of the tree,
then σ(n) is LNS-maximal.
The graph below illustrates the execution of the bottom-up call sequence τ(1); τ(2); τ(3).
a
b c
d
e f ed;fd;ca
→
a
b c
d
e f eb;fb;db
→
a
b c
d
e f ea;fa;da;ba
→
a
b c
d
e f
Lemma 27 Let an initial gossip graph G be a tree with root r.
1. There is a LNS-sequence σ after which the root r is an expert and every agent knows
the secret of r.
2. If r has exactly one predecessor, then there is a LNS-sequence that is successful on G.
Proof Let n be the maximum depth of G.
1. In a maximal bottom-up call sequence all other agents have called the root r.
2. Let r′ be the predecessor of r, and let G′ = G− r − r′r. Then G′ is a tree with root
r′. Let σ be a maximal bottom-up call sequence in G′, and let σ′ be the sequence
consisting of calls from all agents except r and r′, to r. Then σ; r′r; σ′ is successful
on G.

Lemma 28 Let G = (A,N, S) be a bush and let x, y ∈ A such that ¬Nxy. Then there is
an LNS-sequence that is successful on G+ xy.
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Proof If ¬N∗xy, then y is not the root r of G. Let t be the (unique) N -successor of
y. Graph G − yt consists of two disjoint gossip graphs H1 and H2 with domains A1 and
A2, respectively, such that x, r, t ∈ A1 and y ∈ A2. The generated tree with root x is a
sub-graph of H1; let σ
x be a maximal bottom-up call sequence in that tree. Let σxr be
the sequence where x calls all the agents in the path from x to r in H1. Observe that in
Hσ
x;σxr
1 , N
σx ;σxr
1 \ S
σx;σxr
1 is a tree (Lemma 22.1). Let σ
1 and σ2 be maximal bottom-up
call sequences for Hσ
x;σxr
1 and H2, respectively. The call sequence
σx; σxr; σ1; σ2; ry; (A1 − r)y; (A2 − y)t
is LNS-permitted and successful on G + xy; where, as usual, Xz stands for a sequence of
calls from each agent in X to agent z. After σx; σxr; σ1, the root r is an expert in H1 and
all the agents in H1 have the number of y. After σ
2; ry, both r and y are experts and
all agents in H2 have the number of t. After (A1 − r)y all agents in A1 are experts, in
particular t. At the end, all agents are experts.
If N∗xy, then, since x 6= y, x is not the root. Let t be the N -successor of x. Write
G+xy as (G−xt+xy)+xt. Graph (G−xt+xy) is a bush, and there is no path from x to
t in that graph. We therefore can apply the part ‘if ¬N∗xy’ of this proof, on (G−xt+xy)
and xt, instead of on G and xy.
r
x
y
t
H2
H1
r
y
x
t
Case ¬N∗xy Case N∗xy 
Lemma 29 Let G = (A,N, S) be a bush, y /∈ A, x ∈ A, and let e be an edge between y
and x. If G+ y + e is not a bush, there is an LNS-sequence that is successful on G.
Proof If e = yx then G + y + yx is again a bush, in which case the lemma is trivially
true. So let e = xy. If x = r we can use Lemma 27.2 and we are done. Let x 6= r.
Consider H = G + y + yx. Then, H is a bush. Hence, we can apply Lemma 28 to obtain
a successful LNS-sequence on H + xy, say σ. If σ does not contain the call yx, then σ is
also LNS-permitted in G + y + xy, and hence also successful. Otherwise, replace yx in σ
with xy. Clearly, the resulting sequence σ′ is again LNS-permitted in G+ y + xy and also
successful. 
Lemma 30 Let G be a double bush, and let ¬Nxy. Then G + xy has a successful LNS-
sequence.
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Figure 6: The three cases used in the proof of Lemma 30, and their modifications.
Proof Let G = (A,N, S). Recall the different components of a double bush with roots
b, d and a common node c: A = Ab ∪ Ad and Ab ∩ Ad = {c}. As these components are
alike, it suffices to consider 3 cases (see Figure 6).
(Case 1: x ∈ Ab − c and y 6= c.) In this case y may be in part Gb or in part Gd of the
graph, but that does not matter for the proof.
If xy = bd, then G − cb + bd is a bush, so by Lemma 28, we obtain a successful
LNS-sequence σ on (G− cb+ bd) + cb, i.e., on G + bd.
If xy 6= bd, consider H = G− c− cb− cd+ bd. As H is a bush, we can apply Lemma 29
to obtain an LNS-sequence σ successful on H+xy. The sequence cb; σ; cd is LNS-permitted
and successful on G + xy = (H + xy) + c+ cb+ cd− bd.
(Case 2: x ∈ Ab − c and y = c.) If x = b, G − cb + bc is a bush, so we can apply
Lemma 28 to obtain an successful LNS-sequence σ on (G− cb+ bc)+ cb = G+ bc. If x 6= b,
let Gx, for agents Ax, be the subtree of G with root x, and let σx be a maximal bottom-up
call sequence on Gx. The graph H = G − Gx − c − cb − cd + bd is a bush, so we can
apply Lemma 28 to obtain a successful LNS-sequence σ on H + db. On G + xc, sequence
σx; xc; cb; xd; σ; cd; xb; (Ax − x)c is LNS-successful, where, as before, (Ax − x)c denotes a
sequence from all agents in (Ax − x) to agent c. From Lemma 27 it follows that after σx
everybody knows the secret of x and thus also the number of c, so the calls (Ax − x)c can
indeed take place.
(Case 3: x = c and y ∈ Ab.) Let H = G− c− cb− cd + db. This is a bush. We apply
Lemma 28 to obtain a successful LNS-sequence σ on H + dy. On G + cy the sequence
cd; σ; cb is LNS-successful. 
Lemma 31 Let G = (A,N, S) be a double bush, y /∈ A, x ∈ A, and e an edge between x
and y. There is a successful LNS call sequence on G+ y + e unless it is a double bush.
Proof Let A = Ab∪Ad and Ab∩Ad = c, where b, d are the two roots and c is the common
leaf. Without loss of generality, suppose x /∈ Ad. Consider the bush H = G−c−cb−cd+bd.
There are 3 cases to consider in this proof: e = xy, e = yc, and e = cy.
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If x ∈ Ab − c and e = xy, apply Lemma 29 on H to obtain a successful LNS-sequence
σ on H + y + xy. The sequence cb; σ; cd is LNS-permitted and successful on G+ y + xy.
If x = c and e = yx, apply Lemma 28 to obtain a successful LNS-sequence σ on H+db.
The sequence yc; cb; yd; σ; cd; yb is LNS-permitted and successful on G + y + yc.
If x = c and e = xy, apply Lemma 29 to obtain a successful LNS-sequence σ on
H + y + by. The sequence cb; σ; cd is LNS-permitted and successful on G+ y + cy. 
Proposition 32 Let G be a weakly connected graph. If G is neither a bush nor a double
bush, then G is weakly successful on LNS.
Proof The proof is by strong induction on the sum of the number n of nodes and the
number m of edges (not counting loops) of such gossip graphs G. If n + m = 1, G is a
single agent gossip graph, on which the empty sequence is successful. Let now G be a
gossip graph with n+m = k+1 nodes and edges, and assume the proposition to be proved
for l ≤ k nodes and edges (call such an inductive case ϕ(l)).
If G has an edge e which is not a bridge, then G− e is weakly connected. In case this
G− e is neither a bush nor a double bush, then by inductive hypothesis (for k) there is a
successful LNS-sequence σ on G− e. This σ is also successful on G. In case G− e is a bush
we apply Lemma 28, and in case G− e is a double bush we apply Lemma 30, in order to
obtain a successful LNS-sequence σ on (G− e) + e = G.
Let now every edge in G be a bridge. If G does not have a node with out-degree greater
than 1, then G is a tree. The input-degree of the root of this tree must be 1, because we
assumed that G is not a bush. By Lemma 27.2 there must be a successful LNS-sequence on
G. However, if G has a node s with out-degree greater than 1, then, since the undirected
graph underlying G is a tree (because every edge is a bridge), there are at least two nodes
with inout-degree 1. Let y be such a node with inout-degree 1. We need to consider three
cases (pictured from left to right, itemized from top to bottom):
s
••
x
y
s
••
x
t
y
s
••
x
t
y
• If there is an edge xy with degout(y) = 0 and deg in(y) = 1, consider G − y − xy. If
G − y − xy is neither a bush nor a double bush, then by inductive hypothesis for
k − 1 there is a successful LNS-sequence σ on G− y − xy. Let now τ be a sequence
where all agents in G except y call y. We then have that and σ; τ is a successful LNS
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sequence on G. If however G − y − xy is a bush, then by Lemma 29 we obtain a
successful LNS sequence on G; and if G− x− xy is a double bush, we obtain this by
Lemma 31.
• Let there be an edge yx with deg
in
(y) = 0 and deg
out
(y) = 1 and deg
out
(x) ≥ 1. If
G−y−yx is neither a bush nor a double bush, then by inductive hypothesis for k−1
there is a successful LNS-sequence σ on G − y − xy, which can be extended into a
sequence yx; σ; yt that is LNS-successful on G, where t is the successor of x (see the
figure above). Otherwise we proceed as before by applying Lemma 29 or Lemma 31.
• The remaining and more complex case is where, for any node y, if deg io(y) = 1,
then: degout(y) = 1 and the successor x of y is a terminal; as above on the right.
Provided that x is terminal, since G is not a bush, neither will be G−y−yx; similarly
we conclude that G − y − yx is not a double bush. So we can apply the inductive
hypothesis to obtain some sequence σ successful on G− y − yx. But the problem is
to modify σ into a solution for G. This case is proved in Lemma 34 which is found
in the Appendix.

This finally brings us to our main result:
Theorem 33 LNS is weakly successful on a weakly connected gossip graph G iff G is
neither a bush nor a double bush.
Proof Directly, from the Propositions 23 (page 18), 24 (page 18), and 32 (page 23). 
5 Conclusions and further research
Conclusions We investigated distributed dynamic gossip protocols, where not only se-
crets are exchanged but also telephone numbers, such that the exchange of numbers in a
call may expand the gossip graph. We considered the protocols ANY (any possible call),
TOK (if you just called you are not permitted to call), SPI (if you were called you are
not permitted to call), CO (if we called each other we may not call each other again),
wCO (if you called me you may not call me again), and LNS (you are only permitted to
call me if you do not know my secret). We characterized these protocols in terms of the
class of gossip graphs where they terminate successfully. There are three such termination
conditions: strong success (all protocol executions terminate with all agents knowing all
secrets), fair success (strong success for fairly scheduled sequences), and weak success (at
least one execution terminates). The results are as follows.
ANY, TOK, SPI CO, wCO LNS
strong/fair weakly connected weakly connected sun
success Theorem 13, p. 13 Theorem 15, p. 14 Theorem 20, p. 15
weak success weakly connected weakly connected no (bush or double bush)
Corollary 16, p. 14 Corollary 16, p. 14 Theorem 33, p. 24
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Relevance Our results may be considered relevant for different reasons. When defining
a type of algorithm, such as the gossip protocol, it is satisfactory for a computer scientist
(if not obligatory) to know what its termination conditions are. The interplay between
very simple protocol conditions and rather complex emerging patterns on graphs, by their
arbitrary iteration, may evoke a certain beauty for a combinatorial mathematician. Our
results are clearly very remote from applications, but we hope networks researchers used
to statistical methods may see scaling opportunities for such fairly novel, informed, gossip
protocols. From a perspective of social network analysis, the difference between strong
success, weak success, and lack of success can be interpreted as the assurance that the
information dissemination process that you are about to enter may work out well no matter
what, or has at least some chance to succeed if you watch your step carefully, or will utterly
fail. In the last case, why even bother to start? But with a fair chance, you might as well
give it a try.
Further research Various other distributed dynamic gossip protocols that we investi-
gated, and that use the same protocol condition language, were all characterized by weakly
connected graphs. We would be greatly interested in protocols characterized by truly dif-
ferent gossip graph topologies. One direction for further research are gossip protocols with
protocol conditions that involve higher-order knowledge, for example: I will only call you
if I know that you can inform me with a new secret in that call. Such a follow-up in-
vestigation, not focussed on characterization but on (a)synchronicity (absence or presence
of a global clock), has appeared in [24]. Gossip protocols with unidirectional information
change (push or pull, instead of pushpull), seem promising to find novel characterization
graph topologies, as well as parallel gossip protocols with rounds of calls.
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Appendix
We introduce some more terminology, to be used in Lemma 34. A source is a node with
deg
out
(s) ≥ 2. An initial source is a source that is a minimal node. A t-ghost (or ghost)
is a node x with deg in(x) = 0, degout(x) = 1, and Nxt for some terminal node t. We
introduce some notation for a path x1, . . . , xn as [x1, xn]; and where x ∈ [x1, xn] means
x ∈ {x1, . . . , xn}. If we want to exclude the first node in the path we write (x1, xn], and
similarly for [x1, xn) and for (x1, xn) (unless the latter causes ambiguity with a pair in a
relation). A lonely path is a path [x1, xn] such that for all y ∈ (x1, xn), the in-degree and
out-degree of y is 1. In other words, in a lonely path there is no branching in or branching
out, except maybe at the first or at the last node.
Let G = (A,N, S) be a gossip graph, B ⊆ A and x /∈ A. The B-abstraction of G is
the graph G′ = (A′, N ′, S ′) where: A′ = (A \B) + x; N ′yz iff (Nyz, or x = y and ∃w ∈ B
such that Nwz, or x = z and ∃w ∈ B such that Nyw, or x = y = z); and similarly for S ′.
Informally, the B-abstraction replaces all nodes in B by the single node x, and any edge
from a node in B to a node in A \ B by an edge from x to that node in A \ B, and vice
versa.
Lemma 34 Let G be a weakly connected gossip graph where all edges are bridges, with at
least one source node, wherein any node with inout-degree 1 is a ghost, and that is not a
double bush. Then G has a successful LNS sequence.
Proof The proof is by induction on the number of source nodes. There are two base cases:
for 1 source node, and for 2 source nodes in a particular configuration. The inductive case
applies to 2 source nodes not in that configuration and to 3 or more source nodes.
One source node The treatment for a single source with two successors is different
from the treatment for a single source with more than two successors. Figure 7 illustrates
the two cases. Terminals are named t1, t2, . . . , tn and the source is named s.
If deg
out
(s) = 2 at least one path must have length 2, because otherwise the graph is a
double bush; say this is on the path [s, t1]. Note that (s, t1) is then non-empty; this plays
a role below. The following call sequence is LNS-permitted and successful on G:
• a maximal bottom-up call sequence for [s, t2);
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source s
t1 t2
t1-ghost
t1-ghost t2-ghost
t2-ghost
path 1 path 2
source s
t1 t2 · · · tn
x
t1-ghost
t1-ghost
t2-ghost t2-ghost ti-ghost ti-ghost tn-ghost
path 1 path 2 path n
Figure 7: Gossip graphs with 1 source node and with 2 resp. more than 2 successors
• a maximal bottom-up call sequence for [s, t1);
• all agents in path (s, t1) call t1;
• each t1-ghost calls t1;
• call st2; each t2-ghost calls t2;
• call t1t2; all agents in path (s, t1) and all t1-ghosts call t2;
• all agents in path (s, t2) call t2;
• all t2-ghosts call t1; call st1.
If degout(s) ≥ 3, fix x to be some t1-ghost. The following is LNS-successful on G:
• a maximal bottom-up call sequence for path [s, t2);
• a maximal bottom-up call sequence for path [s, t1];
• each t1-ghost calls t1;
• call st2; each t2-ghost calls t2;
• for 3 ≤ i ≤ n: t1 calls any agent along the path (s, ti]; each ti-ghost calls ti; x calls
any agent along the path (s, ti];
• tn calls t2; all agents except s, tn, t2, and t2-ghosts call t2;
• the source s and each t2-ghost call the successor of s in path n.
Two source nodes with special condition Given tree G1 with root t1 and tree G2 and
root t2, consider gossip graph G consisting of G1 and G2 plus a source s1 that is connected
by a link to t1 and by a path to a terminal t, and a source s2 that is connected by a link
to t2 and also by a path to t.
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Figure 8: On the left: two initial sources. On the right: an initial and a non-initial source
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Let σ1 and σ2 be maximal bottom-up call sequences in, respectively, G1 and G2. The
sequence
[s1t]; [s2t]; tt1; s2t2; σ
1; σ2; t2t1; [s1, t)t1; [s2, t)t1; tt2; τ
1; τ 2
is LNS-successful on G, where [s1t] is a maximal bottom-up sequence for path [s1, t], and
similarly for [s2t], where [s1, t)t1 is a sequence wherein each agent in [s1, t) calls t1 (and
[s2, t)t1 is defined similarly); finally, τ
1 is the sequence such that all the agents in G1 except
t1 call t2; τ
2 is the sequence that all the agents in G2 except t2 call t1.
(At least two source nodes)
We first assume that there are two initial source nodes s1 and s2. Let u be the node
where the paths from s1 and s2 meet (so [s1, u] and [s2, u] are lonely paths—no branching
in, no branching out). See also Figure 8.
Let σ1 and σ2 be maximal bottom-up call sequences in, respectively, [s1, u] and [s2, u].
If u is a terminal, then let σ3 be a call sequence from each u-ghost to u; otherwise σ3 = ǫ.
Consider the ([s1, u] ∪ [s2, u] ∪ {z | z is a u-ghost})-abstraction of G and let x be the new
node generated by this abstraction. Call this graph G′. Graph G′ has one less source. If
G′ is a double bush, the base case (Two source nodes with special condition) applies
and there is a successful LNS-sequence σ on G′. Otherwise, there is such a σ on G′ by
inductive hypothesis.
Let now v be a successor of s1 that is not in the path [s1, u]. Let τ be obtained from σ
by replacing each occurrence of x with u, and let τ ′ be a call sequence where all agents in
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[s1, u)∪ [s2, u), and also all u-ghosts, call v (that is, all the agents different from u removed
in the abstraction call v.)
Then a successful LNS-sequence on G is σ1; σ2; σ3; τ ; τ ′.
We can further justify why it is successful. After σ1; σ2; σ3, agent u knows the secret
of all agents in [s1, u] ∪ [s2, u] ∪ {z | z is a u-ghost}. After τ , all agents in G are experts
except those in the abstracted part that are not u. After τ ′, those other agents also become
experts.
If there are no two initial sources, then, given that there are at least two sources, there
must be two sources s1, s2 such that s1 is an initial source and s1 is connected to s2 by
a lonely path (see Figure 8). Let σ1 be a maximal bottom-up call sequence in [s1, s2].
Consider the [s1, s2]-abstraction of G and let x be the new node. Let this graph be H .
Since H has one less source node (and since it is not a double bush), there is an LNS-
sequence σ successful on H . Let τ be the call sequence obtained from σ where we replace
each occurrence of x with s2, and let τ
′ be the call sequence where every agent in [s1, s2)
calls a successor v of s1 not in [s1, s2]. Similarly to the previous case, it can be easily shown
that σ1; τ ; τ ′ is an LNS-sequence successful on G. 
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